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Objective: This study aimed to explore the clinical value of endoscopic ultrasonography 
(EUS) in the endoscopic resection of gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GISTs).
Methods: A retrospective study of 92 patients who were confirmed to have GISTs by 
endoscopic resection after EUS examination was conducted. The preoperative features of the 
EUS examination, ultrasound diagnosis, endoscopic resection methods, surgical procedures, 
complications, and complete degree of lesion resection were recorded. And 16 patients who 
were diagnosed by endoscopy and EUS and confirmed by surgical operation were included 
and analyzed in the subsequent part of the investigation (gastroscopy and EUS image 
analysis, EUS image and risk classification).
Results: The preoperative diagnosis rate of EUS and postoperative pathological diagnosis of 
GISTs was 78.7% (85/108), and the presence of a non-homogeneous echo and liquid 
anechoic zone in GISTs often indicated higher risk (P < 0.05). There was a positive 
correlation between tumor size and risk (P < 0.05).
Conclusion: The endoscopic resection of GISTs is feasible and safe. EUS is of great 
significance for the diagnosis and risk assessment of GISTs and can assist in the endoscopic 
resection of GISTs.
Keywords: endoscopic ultrasonography, endoscopic resection, gastric stromal tumor, risk 
assessment, complications

Introduction
Gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GISTs) are non-epithelial tumors of the digestive 
tract with varying degrees of malignant potential.1,2 Previous studies have shown 
that GISTs can occur throughout the gastrointestinal tract, but the majority of cases 
occur in the gastric body (55.6%), small intestine (31.8%), colorectum (6.0%), and 
other parts of the gastrointestinal tract (6.6%).2 The main clinical symptoms of 
GISTs are gastrointestinal bleeding, abdominal pain, and mass compression. In 
recent years, with the popularization of endoscopy, it has been possible to detect 
small asymptomatic GISTs (diameter < 2 cm) and small GISTs (diameter < 1 cm). 
Among these tumors with high mitotic figures are often associated with high 
invasive biological behavior.3,4

Endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS) provides a basis for the early diagnosis of 
GISTs by identifying the characteristics of a tumor, while endoscopic resection, due 
to its advantages of minimal surgical trauma and rapid recovery, is an option for the 
early treatment of GISTs. Although the endoscopic and surgical treatment of GISTs 
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remains controversial, recent prospective comparative stu-
dies and clinical studies with large sample sizes have 
confirmed the efficacy and safety of endoscopy in the 
treatment of GISTs.23,24 An EUS artificial intelligence 
system for GISTs is also being developed.25 The objective 
of the present study was therefore to explore the clinical 
value of EUS in the endoscopic resection of GISTs.

Materials and Methods
Clinical Data
Subjects
This study retrospectively analyzed the data of 92 patients with 
GISTs who underwent an endoscopic resection after receiving 
an EUS diagnosis at the Second Hospital of Hebei Medical 
University’s Department of Gastroenterology between 
May 2012 and October 2018 and confirmation of the diagnosis 
by pathology and immunohistochemistry.

The study was conducted in accordance with the 
Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Ethics 
Committee of the Second Hospital of Hebei Medical 
University. The operation method and precautions were 
explained to the patients before the procedure, and all 
patients provided written informed consent for the endo-
scopic examination and endoscopic treatment as well as 
for the use of their data for the purposes of research. All 
endoscopic evaluations and operations were performed by 
two experienced chief physicians.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Inclusion criteria: (1) patients with a confirmed diagnosis 
of GISTs regardless of tumor diameter and/or mitotic 
index; (2) an endoscopic resection was performed; (3) 
patients with complete postoperative pathological and 
immunohistochemical data; (4) patients over the age of 18.

Exclusion criteria: (1) patients with severe heart, liver, 
kidney, and other organ complications or dysfunction; (2) 
patients with coagulation complications and dysfunction; 
(3) patients who had received other surgical treatment.

Preoperative Preparation
Preoperative Routine Examination
A chest X-ray, abdominal computed tomography, electrocar-
diogram, routine blood test, biochemical test, routine coagu-
lation test, and four preoperative items were performed.

Equipment
The following equipment was used in this study: Fujinon 
EG-530 UT electronic ring-scanning ultrasound 

endoscope, Fujinon EG-530UR electronic sectorial- 
scanning ultrasound endoscope, Fujinon EG-450CT5 min-
iature ultrasound probe endoscope, dual-knife (KD-655L/ 
Q), IT-knife (KD-612L), snare (X = 30 mm, Y = 55 mm, 
MTW), ligator (MBL-6-F, COOK), and hyaline cap 
(D-201-11804, Olympus).

Surgical Procedure
EUS
After preparation, the gastric cavity was entered and rinsed 
clean, and the mucosal conditions of the tumor (including 
mucosal integrity, smoothness, presence of ulcers, and 
bleeding) were recorded for a preliminary evaluation of 
tumor size. EUS was then performed to record the origin 
level, size, echo characteristics (including type, uniformity, 
calcification, and liquid anechoic area), and internal blood 
flow of the tumor, as well as the presence of any lymph 
nodes adjacent to and surrounding the tumor.

Endoscopic Resection
The patient was examined in the standard gastroscopy 
position (left lateral position). An anesthesiologist per-
formed intravenous anesthesia. According to the charac-
teristics of the EUS images, the appropriate surgical 
methods were selected. The operation process, bleeding, 
and perforation was recorded.

EBL
Under the endoscope, the tumors were extracted into 
a hyaline cap using a ligator, the ligation ring was 
released, and the tumor was completely extracted into the 
ligation ring. The tumors were then removed from the root 
using a snare. After complete excision, the wound was 
observed for active bleeding and perforation before being 
closed with a purse-string suture using metal clips or metal 
clips combined with a nylon ring. The excised specimens 
were then confirmed to be complete and sent for patholo-
gical testing.

ESD
A hyaline cap was placed in the front end of the endoscope 
body. The edges of the lesion were marked using allophy-
cocyanin, and a blue glycerol-fructose-methylene mixture 
was injected submucosally. A dual knife was used to incise 
the mucosa in a ring shape along the marker points. The 
dual knife and an IT knife were used to peel off the 
mucosa and submucosa layer by layer until the tumors 
were completely free.
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ESE
A hyaline cap was placed in the front end of the endoscope 
body. A dual knife was used to mark the tumors along the 
midline of the mucosa. A blue glycerol-fructose- 
methylene mixture was injected. The lifting sign was 
positive. A dual knife was then used to incise the mucosa 
along the marker points to expose the tumors, and the 
tumors were dissected using an IT knife.

EFTR
The EFTR procedure is the same as that of ESE except 
that the perforations are actively made when the tumor is 
dissected, meaning that the full thickness of the tumor is 
removed. After EFTR, the perforations were closed using 
titanium clips, titanium clips combined with a purse-string 
suture, or over-The-scope clips (OTSCs®). The specimens 
were then sent for analysis.

STER
A hyaline cap was placed in the front end of the endoscope 
body. A blue glycerol-fructose-methylene mixture was 
injected submucosally near the mass. The lifting sign 
was positive. A dual knife was used to remove the mucosa, 
separate the mucosa and submucosa, and build tunnels.

Specimen Processing
After the procedure, the specimens were immediately fixed 
in a 4% neutral formaldehyde fixative and sent for patho-
logical testing and immunohistochemistry. The integrity of 
the lesion margin was determined.

Statistical Methods
Data were analyzed using statistical software SPSS 21.0. 
Normally distributed measurement data were expressed as 
mean ± standard deviation (x ± SD), and non-normally dis-
tributed measurement data were expressed as the median ± 
interquartile range (M ± QR). Count data were expressed as 
a percentage (%). The normality of variables was tested using 
a W-test. Count data were evaluated using a χ2 test. Data with 
T < 5 were evaluated using Fisher’s exact probability 
method. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
General Data
A total of 92 patients were included in the current study 
(43 male, 49 female). The ages of the patients ranged from 
30 to 82 years, with an average age of 60.07 ± 9.01 years.

Gastroscopy and EUS Image Analysis
Under general endoscopy, 108 patients presented with 
hemispherical or spherical submucosal eminences. These 
were primarily located in the fundus of stomach (57/108, 
52.7%), followed by the gastric body (24/108, 22.2%), 
gastric fundus junction (15/108, 14.0%), and cardia and 
subcardia (8/108, 7.4%), with the fewest occurrences in 
the gastric antrum (4/108, 3.7%). Congestion and erosion 
on the surface of the lesions were found in 12 patients 
(11.1%), hyperemia and edema in seven patients (6.5%), 
and apical depression in three patients (2.8%).

Preoperative EUS revealed that 85 patients were sus-
pected to have been diagnosed with GISTs. The main 
manifestations were hypoechoic, even or uneven, with or 
without internal liquid anechoic areas, and some with 
calcification or blood flow. Seven patients were suspected 
to have been diagnosed with leiomyoma and GISTs, three 
were suspected to have been diagnosed with leiomyoma, 
one was suspected to have been diagnosed with 
a schwannoma (and this case was the only one in the 
data center diagnosed as hyperechoic; this patient’s brother 
was also suspected to have been diagnosed with high 
echogenic nerves as a young man). Twelve patients were 
only described with pathological characteristics.

A total of 85 patients were examined by circular EUS, 
19 by a small probe, three by sectorial scanning, and one 
by a small probe combined with circular scanning. The 
EUS revealed that the majority of the GISTs originated 
from the muscularis propria (104/108, 96.3%), with the 
rest originating from the muscularis mucosae (4/108, 
3.7%). A low echo was found in the lesions of 106 patients 
(98.2%), an iso-echo in one patient (0.9%), and a high 
echo in one patient (0.9%); the echo was even in 70 
patients and uneven in 38 patients. Scattered blood-flow 
signals within the lesions were found in seven patients 
(6.5%), calcification in 10 patients (9.3%), and anechoic 
fluid in 19 patients (17.6%). See Figure 1.

Endoscopic Treatment
A total of 92 patients underwent endoscopic treatment, of 
which 89 (96.7%) underwent complete pathological resec-
tion, two underwent ligation and had their partially excised 
specimens sent for pathological analysis, and one under-
went elective surgery after consultation due to the deep 
location of the tumors and their abundant blood supply; 
the partially excised specimens from this patient were also 
sent for pathological analysis. Of these 92 patients, 37 
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(40.2%) underwent ESD, 27 (29.4%) underwent ESE, 15 
(16.3%) underwent EFTR, nine (9.8%) underwent EBL, 
and four (4.3%) underwent STER.

Intraoperative bleeding occurred in two patients 
(2.2%), and both of these cases occurred during ESE. 
Thermal biopsy forceps and titanium clamps were success-
fully used to stop the bleeding. Perforation occurred in 13 
patients (14.1%; cases of perforation during EFTR were 
not included), three of which occurred during EBL, six 
during ESD, and four during ESE. These perforations were 
successfully closed with titanium clips, titanium clips 
combined with a purse-string suture, or OTSCs®. After 
the procedure, electrocoagulation syndrome occurred in 
seven patients (two cases after ESD, two after ESE, and 
three after EFTR). All the patients improved after conser-
vative treatments, such as the deprivation of food and 
water, rehydration, or rational intravenous use of antibio-
tics. Postoperative perforation occurred in one patient 

undergoing ESD, and the patient improved after surgery. 
The incidence of complications in different degrees of 
complete resection were not statistically significant (P > 
0.05). See Table 1 and Figure 2.

Pathological and Immunohistochemical 
results
Apart from the three patients who had partially excised 
specimens, the specimens of the 92 patients who under-
went endoscopic treatment had complete surgical margins. 
The transverse diameter of the largest tumor was 3.2 cm, 
while the transverse diameter of the smallest was 0.5 cm; 
the average transverse diameter was 1.2 ± 0.8 cm. 
Transverse diameters of less than 2 cm were found in 70 
patients, and transverse diameters of 2–5 cm were found in 
22 patients.

A total of 88 patients had a mitotic index < 5/50 HPFs, 
and four patients had a mitotic index < 6–10/50 HPFs. 

Figure 1 Endoscopic and endoscopic ultrasonography for gastrointestinal stromal tumor. (A) A submucosal tumor was detected in the gastric fundus by general 
gastroscopy. (B) Endoscopic ultrasonography showed that the lesion originated from the muscularis propria, was hypoechoic, and had a non-homogeneous echo and 
visible echo-free area; Doppler ultrasound did not identify blood flow; cross-section size: 2.0 cm * 2.5 cm.

Table 1 Comparison of Five Surgical Methods for Gastric Stromal Tumors

Surgical 
Methods

Complete 
Resection Rate 

(%)

Hemorrhage During 
Operation [n(%)]

Perforation During 
Operation [n(%)]

Postoperative Complications [n(%)]

Coagulation 
Syndrome

Perforation Bleeding

EBL 7/9 (77.8) 0 (0) 3 (33.3) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

ESD 36/37 (97.3) 0 (0) 6 (16.2) 2 (5.4) 1 (2.7) 0 (0)

ESE 27/27 (100) 2 (7.4) 4 (14.8) 2 (7.4) 0 (0) 0 (0)
EFTR 15/15 (100) 0 (0) -* 3 (20.0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

STER 4/4 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Note: *Perforation in EFTR were not included. 
Abbreviations: EBL, endoscopic band ligation; ESD, endoscopic submucosal dissection; ESE, endoscopic submucosal excavation; EFTR, endoscopic full-thickness resection; 
STER, submucosal tunneling endoscopic resection.
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A total of 82 patients tested positive for CD117, CD34, 
and DOG-1 in immunohistochemistry, among which three 
tested positive for SMA, 14 tested positive for vimentin, 
five tested positive for CD117, DOG-1, and vimentin, and 
five tested positive for CD117 and CD34 (including one 
patient who tested positive for SMA as well). According to 
the National Institutes of Health risk classification table 
(Table 2),5 71 patients had an extremely low risk, 16 had 
a low risk, three had a moderate risk, and two had a high 
risk. The pathological and immunohistochemical staining 
results are presented in Figures 3 and 4.

EUS Image and Risk Classification
In the pathological and immunohistochemical results, five 
cases were classified as being moderate or high risk. In 
order to avoid deviation in the final data analysis, we 
identified and analyzed the data of 16 patients who were 
pathologically confirmed to have GISTs after surgical 
resection but were not suitable for endoscopic resection 
after assessment by ordinary endoscopy and EUS. Based 
on the characteristics of the EUS images, including size 
(average diameter), echo type, the presence of anechoic 

fluid, and whether the echo was homogeneous, the patients 
were divided into four groups: extremely low risk, low 
risk, moderate risk, and high risk. Non-homogeneous 
internal echoes, anechoic fluid areas, and a hyperemic 

Figure 2 Complete endoscopic full-thickness resection of tumor; clips combined with purse-string suture closure of wounds.

Table 2 Modified NIH Classification System Proposed by 
Joensuu

Class of 
Risk

Tumor 
Size (cm)

Mitotic Index 
(/50HPFs)

Primary 
Tumor 

Location

Extremely 

low risk

<2.0 <5 Any

Low risk 2.0–5.0 <5 Any

Moderate 

risk

<5.0 6–10 Gastric
5.1–10.0 <5 Gastric

High risk Any Any Tumor rupture

>10.0 Any Any

Any >10 Any
>5.0 >5 Any

≤5.0 >5 Non-gastric

2.1–10.0 ≤5 Non-gastric

Abbreviations: NIH, National Institutes of Health; HPF, high-power field.
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tumor surface accompanied by erosion were helpful in the 
identification of risk (P < 0.05). Tumor location and size 
were positively correlated with the risk of GISTs (P < 
0.05), but echo type, internal blood-flow signal, calcifica-
tion, and surface characteristics (congestion, edema, or 
depression) of a tumor were not significantly correlated 
with the risk of GISTs (P > 0.05). See Table 3.

Discussion
At first, we collected cases in endanger the high-risk group 
of cases are relatively little, investigate its reason, may be 
in our normal endoscopy in patients with gastrointestinal 
stromal tumor and endoscopic ultrasonography examina-
tion, the part we will think that is not suitable for cases of 
endoscopic resection is recommended for surgical resec-
tion, and the diameter of the cases with tumors, internal 
echo and uneven surface hyperemia erosion characteristics 
of the total information complete 16 patients, so we get 
more complete and objective conclusion.

A previous study found that the invasiveness of a GIST 
increases with tumor diameter.6 Other studies have found 

that the diameter of a tumor mass larger than 3.0 cm and 
the presence of ulcers on the surface of a tumor suggest 
that a GIST has high malignant potential.6–12 These find-
ings are consistent with the results of the present study.

Current EUS-based technologies, such as EUS-guided 
fine-needle aspiration biopsy, EUS-guided Trucut aspiration 
biopsy, and harmonic contrast-enhanced EUS (CH-EUS), 
have higher accuracy in the diagnosis of GISTs.13–15 A meta- 
analysis of four studies of 187 patients found that CH-EUS 
was valuable in the differential diagnosis of GISTs from 
submucosal lesions.16 Furthermore, a study conducted by 
Lee et al17 found that, for interstitial tumors with 
a diameter of 2–5 cm, the EUS scoring system based on 
digital image analysis was helpful in predicting and diagnos-
ing GIST.

This classification criteria recommended in the Asian 
Consensus Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of 
Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumors is also recommended for 
reference in the new edition of the Consensus of Experts 
on the Diagnosis and Expert Consensus on Endoscopic 
Diagnosis and Treatment of Gastrointestinal Stromal 

Figure 3 Electron microscope (× 40 [A], × 100 [B], × 200 [C]), hematoxylin and eosin staining of cross-sectioned gastrointestinal stromal tumor; spindle cells and mitotic 
figures can be seen.

Figure 4 Immunohistochemical staining of gastrointestinal stromal tumor with DOG1 (A), CD117 (B), CD34 (C).
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Tumors in China.4,18 The results of the present study 
revealed that the EUS-assisted endoscopic resection of 
GISTs is highly feasible and safe. EUS can guide the 
selection of appropriate endoscopic resection methods by 
evaluating tumor size, source level, and relationship with 
surrounding organs and blood vessels. For example, EBL 
and ESD can be selected for resection in cases where the 
luminal growth is dominant, the echo is uniform, the 
mucosal muscularis and muscularis propria are derived, 
and the layers are clear; for cases with complete origin in 
the muscularis propria and clear stratification of the serous 
layer, STER can be selected; and EFTR can be used for 
excision in cases with intraluminal and extraluminal 
growth and even in cases where ultrasonography indicates 
that the main extraluminal growth is closely related to the 

serous layer. Of course, the feasibility and safety of EUS is 
also closely related to the operator’s experience.

The conclusions of the present study are consistent 
with the findings of previous studies: Sun et al19 found 
that EBL was safe and effective for the removal of GISTs, 
with a lower incidence of complications (3.4%) and recur-
rence (3.4%). In a retrospective analysis, An et al20 found 
that EUS-assisted ESD was safe and feasible for the 
removal of GISTs. Other studies have revealed that 
EFTR and STER have excellent therapeutic effects in the 
removal of GISTs, and the therapeutic effect of both is the 
same.21,22 For tumors with a large diameter, uneven inter-
nal echo, anechoic fluid, and hyperemia and erosion on the 
tumor surface, surgical treatment can be selected as appro-
priate. However, there is still a lack of unified criteria to 

Table 3 Analysis of Ultrasound and General Endoscopic Features of Differentiated Gradient Stromal Tumors at Different Risks

Extremely Low Risk Low Risk Moderate Risk High Risk χ2 P

Average diameter Eus 1.2 2.3 3.8 4.0 <0.001
Pathological specimens 1.1 2.4 3.4 3.9 <0.001

Whether the echo was homogeneous [n(%)] 55.998 0.000

Homogeneous echo 61 (56.5) 9 (8.3) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Non-homogeneous echo 10 (9.3) 7 (6.5) 13 (12.0) 8 (7.4)

Types of the echo [n(%)] 6.829 0.337

Low echo 70 (64.8) 15 (14.0) 13 (12.0) 8 (7.4)
Iso-echo 0 (0) 1 (0.9) 0 (0) 0 (0)

High echo 1 (0.9) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Calcification [n(%)] 3.507 0.320

Yes 4 (3.7) 3 (2.8) 2 (1.9) 1 (0.9)

No 67 (62.0) 13 (12.0) 11 (10.2) 7 (6.5)

Blood flow signals [n(%)] 3.807 0.283

Yes 3 (2.8) 2 (1.9) 2 (1.9) 0 (0)
No 68 (62.9) 14 (12.9) 11 (10.2) 8 (7.4)

Liquid anechoic [n(%)] 83.825 0.000
Yes 0 (0) 1 (0.9) 11 (10.2) 7 (6.5)

No 71 (65.6) 15 (14.0) 2 (1.9) 1 (0.9)

Location [n(%)] 25.714 0.012

Fundus of stomach 43 (39.8) 6 (5.5) 4 (3.7) 4 (3.7)

Gastric body 12 (11.1) 4 (3.7) 5 (4.6) 3 (2.8)
Gastric fundus junction 11 (10.2) 4 (3.7) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Gastric antrum 2 (1.9) 2 (1.9) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Cardia and subcardia 3 (2.8) 0 (0) 4 (3.7) 1 (0.9)

Tumor surface characteristics [n(%)]
Hyperemia and edema 4 (3.7) 1 (0.9) 1 (0.9) 1 (0.9) 0.526

Congestion and erosion 1 (0.9) 2 (1.9) 4(3.7) 5 (4.6) 0.000

Apical depression 1 (0.9) 0 (0) 2 (1.9) 0 (0) 0.125

Abbreviation: EUS, endoscopic ultrasonography.
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guide the treatment of GISTs based on EUS image char-
acteristics and preoperative risk assessment.

The present study had some limitations. First, it was 
a retrospective study rather than a randomized controlled 
trial, and it was not blinded, so there was a risk of bias. 
Second, it was a single-center clinical trial with a small sample, 
so there was a risk of bias in choosing the research subjects.

Conclusion
The endoscopic resection of GISTs is feasible and safe. 
EUS is of great significance for the diagnosis and risk 
assessment of GISTs and can assist in the endoscopic 
resection of GISTs.
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